Digital Invoice
Processing

Pain-free
Digital
Invoice
Processing.
Shift to intelligent, automated
digital invoice processing
that feels Ahhh-mazing.

Go from Argh
to Ahhh-mazing

>90

%

of invoices received
by email are digital PDFs

Pitney Bowes Intervention Portal
PB Administration
and rules management
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With Pitney Bowes you can cut invoice
processing times down to minutes.
No waiting, no frustration and no delays.
Our fully managed cloud service is
100% accurate and built around your
specific business needs.
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3

Customer workspace
management and reporting
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Our digital invoice processing solution
will interface with your existing
accounts payable workflow tools
and of course your finance system.
Speak to us today to find
out how we can help
your AP team go digital.
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PDF, Image, Electronic
Data Interchange,
XLS/Word

Cloud-based
Data
Extraction

Data
Validation

Data
Enrichment

Data
Export

The supplier sends
the document(s) to
a receiver-specific email
address. The service
automatically processes
multiple attachments
to an email, multiple
invoices within any of the
attachments, and the body
of the email, if required.

The service detaches the
document(s) from the email.
Mapping is carried out
on all required data from
the attachments into the
required output structure.

Supplier-specific logic
and business validation
rules are applied to the
data. Any additional
data items, required
for automatic ingest
and processing by
the receiving system,
are derived.

If the invoice data does
not satisfy your business
rules, then depending
on your requirements,
the original document
can either be
automatically rejected
back to the supplier
or routed to an
operator to review /
enrich where needed.

Validated files are
uploaded into your
finance application.
If the document data
meets your legal and
business-specific
criteria, the validated
electronic file is uploaded
into your finance
application for touchless
onward processing.

Process

Talk to a member of Pitney Bowes
directly: 0800 748 639
Email: sales.enquiries@pb.com
or visit the website.

